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11 Health information,
technology and complaints

11.1 Overview
Key knowledge
• Factors affecting access to health services and information
• Opportunities and challenges presented by digital media in the provision of health and wellbeing

information — for example, websites, online practitioners and digital health apps
• Issues such as ethics, equity of access, privacy, invasiveness and freedom of choice relating to the use

of new and emerging health procedures and technologies
• Options for consumer complaint and redress within the health system

Key skills
• Identify and explain factors that affect people’s ability to access health services and information,

including digital media, in Australia
• Analyse issues such as ethics, equity of access, privacy, invasiveness and freedom of choice associated

with the use of new and emerging health procedures and technologies
• Explain the options for consumer complaint and redress within the health system

VCE Health and Human Development Study Design © VCAA; reproduced by permission.

FIGURE 11.1 The use of robotics is an emerging medical technology.
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KEY TERMS
Artificial intelligence the development of computer systems that are able to perform tasks normally requiring

human intelligence
Cell-based therapies treatment in which stem cells are induced to differentiate into the specific cell type

required to repair damaged or destroyed cells or tissues
Cyberchondria a term used to describe people who search medical symptoms online and believe they have the

worst-case scenario for their symptoms
Differentiation the process whereby an unspecialised embryonic cell acquires the features of a specialised cell

such as a heart, liver or muscle cell
Equity in health relates to everyone having a fair opportunity to achieve their full health potential
Health services all services associated with the diagnosis and treatment of disease or the promotion of health

and wellbeing
Nanotechnology the science and technology of extremely small things, smaller than 100 nanometres in size
Redress to remedy something that has been judged to be wrong and/or compensate for it
Self-diagnosis the process of diagnosing or identifying medical conditions in oneself using books, online

resources or past personal or family experiences
Self-medication a behaviour in which an individual uses a medication or substance to self-administer treatment

for physical or psychological ailments. The most widely used substances for self-medication are over-the-
counter medicines used to treat common health issues at home.

Stem cells cells that have the potential to become many different types of cells in the human body

To access key concept summaries and past VCE exam questions, download and print the studyON: revision and past VCE
exam questions booklet (doc-XXXX).

11.2 Access to health services and information

KEY CONCEPT Understanding the factors that affect access to health services and information

There are many factors that affect a person’s ability or desire to access health services and use health
information. Some of these factors are geographic location, socioeconomic status (SES), levels of health
literacy, cultural factors and gender.

FIGURE 11.2 Factors affecting
access to health services
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11.2.1 Geographic location
Australia is a large country with a relatively small population. Although the majority of Australians live
in major cities (e.g. Melbourne, Sydney or Perth) or regional centres such as Ballarat or Bendigo, about
one-third of the population lives in rural and remote areas of the country. People living in rural and remote
regions of Australia have difficulty accessing the level of health services available to those living in major
cities, often simply because of the large distances that need to be covered to access doctors and hospitals.
Access to healthcare for rural and remote Australians is not only limited by lower numbers of doctors,
specialists and hospitals, but also by the reduced availability of current technology for diagnosis and
treatment of patients with both emergency and chronic health needs. The latest data from the Australian
Institute of Health and Welfare shows that in 2014 the overall rate of medical practitioners, including
specialists, was 253 per 100 000 population in rural and remote areas, compared with 409 per 100 000
population in major cities. The number of GP services provided per person in very remote areas during
2010–11 was about half that of major cities.

Access for some people might be improved by services such as the Royal Flying Doctor Service, but
treatment for emergency health needs is still considerably slower than for those living in major cities, where
access to emergency medicine is facilitated by ambulances and close proximity to hospitals. Preventative
health services such as cancer screening are also difficult to access for people living in rural and remote
areas, which means they might have to travel to a large regional hospital or the city. Time taken away
from work and family and the stress of travelling large distances are a major barrier for rural and remote
populations in accessing health services.

FIGURE 11.3 Australians living in rural or remote
areas may need to travel vast distances to access
medical services.

FIGURE 11.4 Access to health services for rural and
remote populations in Australia is limited compared
with those living in major cities.

11.2.2 Socioeconomic status

FIGURE 11.5 The percentage of Australians who delayed or
skipped healthcare because of cost (2014–2015)
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Socioeconomic status refers to a person’s
position in society relative to other
people based on the factors of income,
occupation and education. All three of
these factors, particularly income, can
affect a person’s ability to access health
services and information. Considerable
numbers of Australians face barriers to
accessing health services based on cost.
Many health services are unavailable
to families and individuals on low
incomes because they are simply too expensive. Despite Medicare offering bulk billing GP services and
free treatment and accommodation in a public hospital (see topic 10), there can still be large out-of-pocketPdf_Folio:3
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expenses for prescription medication, specialists, surgery and dental care. About 1 in every 20 Australian
people who needed to see a GP skipped the visit or delayed it because of cost in 2014–15. The number
of people who delayed or skipped dental care because it was too expensive was almost one in five. These
statistics have remained relatively constant, with 1.3 million Australians delaying seeing a GP due to cost in
2016–17.

Private health insurance may be out of reach for people on low incomes, which means they may face long
waiting times for elective surgeries accessed through the public hospital system, and there are still out-of-
pocket expenses associated with treatment by a specialist. Private health insurance premiums can cost over
$3000 per year for families. Many families on low incomes are not able to afford these premiums.

Limited financial resources can also reduce options for transport. Without easy access to transport, such
as a car or affordable public transport, it can be very difficult for some people to access health services.
This can become a significant barrier, particularly for older Australians and those living in rural and
remote areas.

A person’s occupation can also affect their ability to access medical services. Occupation is linked to
income, which has been discussed; however, the occupation itself can be a factor for access. For example,
people who work long hours, do shift work or travel for their occupation can probably afford the medical
services if they earn a high income, but do not have the time to seek medical treatment outside their work
hours. Many people in well-paying jobs with high levels of responsibility feel that they cannot take time
off from work to seek medical attention. Some people may not have provisions for sick leave in their
employment; for example, casual workers or those who are self-employed. For these people, taking time
off work to access medical services means that they would not get paid. This is a barrier that prevents some
people from accessing the health services they may need.

Education is the third aspect of socioeconomic status and its impact on the ability to access health
services and information is significant. This will be discussed in the following section on health literacy.

11.2.3 Health literacy

FIGURE 11.6 Health literacy is an important factor
in accessing health services and using information to
promote health and wellbeing.

Overall levels of education are important in
accessing and understanding health information;
however, health literacy is a specific factor that can
affect access to health services and information.
Health literacy is the degree to which individuals
have the capacity to obtain, process and understand
basic health information and services needed
to make appropriate health decisions. The need
for health consumers to be ‘health literate’ in
today’s society is greater than ever before. Health
consumers are required to participate in more
complicated preventative healthcare and self-
care regimes, understand more complex health
information and navigate more complex health
systems. Low levels of health literacy are a
significant problem in Australia — only 40 per cent
of adults have the level of individual health literacy
needed to meet the complex demands of everyday
life. This drops to 26 per cent for those who
speak English as a second language and to only
21 per cent in populations with low incomes.

Health literacy is not just about reading and interpreting information about health problems and issues,
but using the information to make good decisions based on a thorough understanding of the health services
available and how best to access and use these services. Low levels of health literacy are associated with
Pdf_Folio:4
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lower rates of participation in preventative health approaches such as cancer screening, vaccinations
and mismanagement of medications. The likelihood of a person experiencing barriers to health literacy
increases where there are low levels of general education, socioeconomic disadvantage and existing
language barriers. High levels of health literacy help people access a greater range of health services and
use health information to make better decisions to promote their health and wellbeing. As a result, overall
levels of health and wellbeing are improved for those people.

11.2.4 Cultural factors FIGURE 11.7 Indigenous Australians
may not access health services and
information due to language and cultural
barriers.

There are many different cultural factors that may affect a
person’s ability to access health services and information.
These factors include language barriers, religious beliefs,
values and expectations of the services provided. People from
different cultural backgrounds may have different reasons that
prevent them from accessing healthcare; however, a language
barrier is a consistent and significant factor common in limiting
access to medical services and information. Australia is a
culturally diverse country with many residents originating
from non-English speaking backgrounds. These residents
may be Indigenous Australians, migrants or refugees, all of
whom do not use English as their first language at home. Those
with a language barrier are much less likely to access medical
services and information because they don’t understand the
information they are given and may not feel that they are in a
safe or culturally appropriate environment.

For Indigenous Australians, the predominantly western-
oriented health system is staffed by non-Indigenous
practitioners who may lack understanding of Indigenous
culture and concepts of health and wellbeing. This can leave
patients feeling disempowered and less likely to access health
services. Indigenous Australians, particularly in very remote
areas, experience difficulties communicating with medical
staff and as a result are less likely to access medical services,
even when they are available.

FIGURE 11.8 There may be cultural factors such
as language or religion that prevent people from
accessing the healthcare they need.

Religious beliefs and values also contribute to
barriers to some Australians accessing medical
services. In some religions, beliefs prevent patients
from receiving some available treatments. For
example, members of the Jehovah’s Witness
religion are not allowed to receive blood donations
from others, limiting their ability to access a full
range of medical services if needed during an
emergency or surgery. Other religions may prohibit
women from consulting with male doctors and
requirements for dressing modestly may make some
patients reluctant to expose parts of their body for
examination. This may prevent them from seeking
medical assistance at all. Religious beliefs around
food and fasting may also act as a barrier for people
to access necessary services such as in-hospital
treatment where meals need to be provided.
Pdf_Folio:5
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An additional barrier to accessing the Australian healthcare system for new migrants is that they might
not be covered by Medicare, increasing the costs of any services they might require.

11.2.5 Gender

FIGURE 11.9 Males face significant barriers to
accessing medical services.

Australia’s population of 25.3 million is roughly
half male and half female and yet there is a
large disparity in the use of medical services
between these two genders. In 2017–18, males
accessed 42 per cent of the total Medicare
services claimed while females accessed
58 per cent. Compared with females, males
made a smaller proportion of GP consultations
and hospitalisations. Eleven per cent of males
enrolled with Medicare in 2015–16 did not
access any Medicare-provided services at all.

Several key factors have been identified
as major barriers to males accessing health
services. These include:
• limited opening hours outside of work hours
• lack of male health professionals and embarrassment at discussing sensitive, emotional issues or

reproductive health services with female health professionals
• discomfort in the waiting room and having to state the reason for the visit
• social norms and values associated with a traditional view of masculinity including self-reliance and

perseverance in the face of pain.
These factors among others mean that males are often reluctant to access medical services and ignore

preventative health measures that may be offered.

FIGURE 11.10 Australian males use fewer Medicare services than females.
1 in 9 Australian males did not use Medicare services in 2015–16

Source: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare 2017, The Health of Australia’s Males. Cat. no. WEB 199. Canberra
AIHW.

CASE STUDY
Pit Stop Men’s Health Check
Pit Stop is a men’s health screening tool delivered in a variety of rural settings, including field days, shows, car
displays and workplaces. Pit Stop invites men to have their roadworthiness (health status) assessed by running
through a series of brief stations (health checks), for example:
• chassis check (hip to waist ratio)
• fuel additives (alcohol consumption)
• oil pressure (blood pressure)
• shock absorbers (coping skills).

If participants fail more than two stations, a ‘Work Order’ sticker is issued that requires the participant to have
a ‘tune-up’ before being considered roadworthy. Men are encouraged to make lifestyle changes or consult a
doctor if needed. There are over 150 sites throughout Australia including Pit Stop in their health programs. A 2005
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evaluation, funded by the Australian government, found that in rural areas Pit Stop successfully reached men
with significant health risk profiles and resulted in nearly half of the men changing their behaviour and/or seeing
a health professional. Pit Stop is a WA Country Health Services initiative. In 2006–07, the Australian government
provided funding to Gascoyne Population Health Regional Health Services to update and reprint the Pit Stop
material and develop the Pit Stop website. This initiative has spread to other rural areas outside of WA and is
successful in reaching some men who would otherwise not access medical services.

Source: Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, 2011, The Health of Australia’s Males. Cat. no. PHE 141, p. 45, Canberra:
AIHW.

Case study review
1. What is the advantage of delivering the Pit Stop program in settings such as field days, car displays and

shows?
2. Why do you think the program uses car parts to describe parts of the body and to assess men’s health and

wellbeing in terms of roadworthiness?
3. Do you think this program would be successful for men who are not based in rural Australia? Justify your

answer.

Digital document General Practice Rural Incentives Program worksheet (doc-22652)

Weblink General Practice Rural Incentives Program

11.2 ACTIVITIES
1. Access the General Practice Rural Incentives Program weblink and worksheet in the Resources tab, then

complete the worksheet.
2. Surveys of men indicate that a major reason why males don’t use medical services as often as females is

that they suffer discomfort in the waiting room. Design a waiting room with features that would make males
more comfortable and therefore more likely to use medical services such as the GP. This could be presented
as text, or a model, diagram or video.

11.2 Exercise 1 TEST your knowledge
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.
1. List the factors that could affect a person’s ability to access health services and information.
2. What factors contribute to the reduced ability to access health services for males in Australia?
3. Describe how having higher socioeconomic status can impact on a person’s ability to access health services

compared with those of lower socioeconomic status.
4. (a) List the cultural factors that can act as a barrier to accessing health services.

(b) Explain how religious beliefs might affect the ability of a pregnant woman to access appropriate
health services.

5. (a) What is meant by the term ‘health literacy’?
(b) Besides general levels of education, what factors can contribute to low levels of health literacy?
(c) How does health literacy affect the accessibility of health services?

11.2 Exercise 2 APPLY your knowledge
1. Research the Royal Flying Doctor Service and explain using specific examples how this service increases

access to health services for Australians living in rural and remote areas.
2. There are many reasons why those living outside Australia’s major cities have poorer health status than the

Australian population overall. In terms of access to health services, explain why there is such a difference in
health status between these two population groups.

3. In a paper to be presented to the Australian government, outline recommendations you would make to help
increase the health literacy of Australian adults.
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studyON: past VCE exam questions

To answer past VCE exam questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every
question, go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

11.3 Digital media and health and wellbeing

KEY CONCEPT Understanding the opportunities and challenges for health and wellbeing presented by
digital media

11.3.1 What is digital media?
The world we live in is filled with digital media products, which enable and deliver experiences in many
industries, including health and wellbeing. Digital media refers to audio (sound), video and photographic
content that has been converted into a digital media file. After this conversion, the information can be easily
manipulated, distributed and played by computers and transmitted to others over computer networks.

Examples of digital media products include:
• websites
• mobile apps
• social media
• games
• data and databases
• digital audio (MP3)
• digital images and video
• computer software
• e-books
• virtual reality.

FIGURE 11.11 Digital media in its many forms is a part of everyday life for
most Australians.
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FIGURE 11.12 Digital media for health and wellbeing
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Digital media and its applications are
expanding at a great rate, and one area
where there has been a large uptake of this
technology is in the health and wellbeing
industry. There are many applications
for the use of digital media in providing
and distributing health and wellbeing
information in a number of different
formats. These include technology-based
patient consultations, virtual reality,
symptom checkers, general health and
wellbeing websites and mobile apps, and
search engines such as Google.

Technology-based patient consultations
These are doctor–patient consultations that
use any form of technology, including video
conferencing, internet or telephone, as an
alternative to face-to-face consultations.
These services are increasingly being used
by all medical specialties in Australia, in
addition to normal medical practice, where
the patient and their medical history are well known to the doctor. This type of consultation does not replace
a face-to-face consultation where there often needs to be a physical examination; however, this technology
can increase access to care for patients and increase efficiency and effectiveness of the medical practice.

Virtual reality
There are a wide range of emerging applications for virtual reality technology in healthcare. These include
distraction therapy for cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy and various forms of doctor training.
Virtual reality can be used to train surgeons where it is difficult to observe some surgeries. It is also being
trialled for use in improving doctor–patient relations for elderly people or those suffering from dementia.
In these cases, doctors can use virtual reality to experience what it is like to be elderly with low vision and
hearing or spend time living as a dementia patient. These applications are aimed at improving connections
between elderly patients and their much younger doctors, helping to improve access to healthcare for those
patients.

Symptom checkers

FIGURE 11.13 Symptom checker websites
help people to determine a course of action
when they are feeling unwell.

Many Australian websites and mobile apps, including
Healthdirect and myDr, and overseas-based websites
such as mayoclinic.org have web-based ‘symptom
checkers’. People can access these 24 hours a day and
either search for various symptoms they may be suffering
or answer a number of basic questions to determine the
best action to take when feeling unwell or experiencing
certain specific symptoms. Healthdirect is an Australian
government website which has a symptom checker that
advises whether to see a GP or a pharmacist or go to an
emergency department of a hospital after users answer
a number of questions about their symptoms. It also
provides some basic self-care information to follow
as a result of answers that were provided to the initial
questions.
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myDR provides a drop-down menu of symptoms to choose from. Opening a symptom, for example back
pain, gives general information on this problem, causes of the condition and some advice on relieving the
problem.

Mobile apps

FIGURE 11.14 An app analysing the energy
content of meals can help with maintaining a
healthy body weight.

Mobile apps can be can be used to access specific health
information on a wide range of topics including food
ingredient lists for people with allergies, exercise trackers,
menstrual period trackers and skin checks for moles.
There are many health and fitness apps which help
motivate people to be more physically active, such as
Couch to 5K which encourages people to start running
for fitness, weight loss or enjoyment and offers beginner
running programs for first-time runners. In this category,
there are many apps which people use to gain knowledge
of their own levels of physical activity and share their
physical activity goals and achievements with others.

Many government and non-government organisations
that focus on specific health conditions have also
established apps to assist consumers. For example:
• Beyondblue produced the BeyondNow app for people experiencing suicidal thoughts and feelings.

This app provides a mobile, personalised safety plan that people can carry at all times in their pocket to
help them through tough times or to get help when needed.

• On Track with The Right Mix is an app developed by the Department of Veterans’ Affairs which
allows people to keep track of their drinking over time and provides information on the short- and
long-term health effects of drinking alcohol.

• SkinVision is an app designed to evaluate moles and other skin lesions for skin cancer risk. The user
takes a photo of any moles or skin conditions they are concerned about, then the app analyses the
photo and gives a recommendation based on a traffic light system. The app allows people to track any
changes in their skin over time, share this information with doctors and together assess their risk of
skin cancer and any actions to be taken.

• My QuitBuddy is a free app associated with the Quitnow initiative, designed to help people get, and
stay, smoke free. It’s with smokers through the hardest times with helpful tips and distractions to
overcome cravings, tracking systems to chart progress towards quitting smoking and the facts needed
to understand the impact smoking has on health and wellbeing. There are versions of this app targeting
Indigenous Australians and pregnant women.

General health and wellbeing websites
FIGURE 11.15 There are many health and
wellbeing-based websites on the internet.

There are many websites globally that provide
general health and wellbeing information. In
Australia, there are both government and non-
government organisations that make large
volumes of health and wellbeing information
available through their websites.
• Healthdirect (www.healthdirect.gov.au) is

a service from the Federal government
providing free Australian health advice
on the internet. In addition to the symptom
tracker already mentioned, this website
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provides an extensive A–Z listing of health information based on conditions, symptoms or common
health experiences for different life stages. Healthdirect also has a mobile app which provides similar
information and assistance.

• The Better Health Channel (www.betterhealth.vic.gov.au) is a comprehensive health and wellbeing and
healthy living website provided by the Victorian Government. Tools such as a BMI calculator and
health-related apps are available from the Better Health Channel. The Vax On Time app developed by
the Victorian Department of Health and Human Services helps to remind parents and carers when their
child’s vaccinations are due. The Better Health Channel app lets people set personal health alerts and
notifications for pollen, UV levels and smog. A range of healthy recipes and articles on other healthy
living topics are provided on the website.

• myDr.com.au, a project of DrMe Pty Ltd, is an independent website which claims to provide reliable
Australian health information, health tools and calculators covering symptoms, diseases, tests and
investigations, medicines, treatments, nutrition and fitness. Health information is categorised by age
and gender and can be browsed for common concerns. This website has a search engine to find a GP
for people needing access to medical assistance.

Search engines

FIGURE 11.16 One in twenty Google searches are for
health-related issues.

One in twenty Google searches are for
health-related information. In 2016,
the company responded by adding
medical facts about common ailments,
including symptoms, treatments
and useful facts when basic health
conditions are searched for through
their search engine. Google’s idea
was for users to be able to easily
access a single reliable source of
health information that has been
checked by doctors from the Mayo
Clinic and Harvard Medical School,
instead of numerous poor or unreliable
websites. This basic information
should assist users to gather more
relevant information and decide which
course to take. For example, searching ‘headache on one side’, on Google will result in a list of associated
conditions such as ‘migraine’, ‘common cold’ or ‘tension headache’.

For general searches, such as ‘headache’, the company will also give an overview description along
with information on self-treatment options or symptoms that warrant a doctor’s visit. It is not designed to
take the place of one-on-one consultations with medical professionals. Google was quoted as saying on
news.com.au, ‘By doing this, our goal is to help you to navigate and explore health conditions related to
your symptoms, and quickly get to the point where you can do more in-depth research on the web or talk to
a health professional’.

Around one quarter of all Australians regularly seek health information online. One study showed that
searching for health and medical information was among the top ten internet activities for Australians aged
over 16. This increasingly popular practice of using digital media in the provision of health and wellbeing
information presents many opportunities but also some notable challenges.
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11.3.2 Opportunities for health and wellbeing created by digital media

TABLE 11.1 Opportunities for health and wellbeing created by digital media

Health and wellbeing issue Opportunity created by digital media

Australians living in rural and remote
areas

Increased access to health information resources such as websites and
mobile apps without having to travel long distances to see a healthcare
professional. This means less time away from work and family and less
money spent on travel.

Australians of low socioeconomic
status

Apart from the cost of the internet or phone connection, large amounts
of the health-related information is available on websites or via mobile
apps that are free. This makes healthcare more accessible for those who
struggle with the cost of individual appointments.

Language barriers Those with language barriers can access health information, as many
websites offer information in a variety of languages, or an online translator
can be used to interpret information.

Expanding on a diagnosis Websites can be useful for someone who wants to find out more about an
injury or disease diagnosis from a doctor. The consultation time might be
limited, the patient might think of more questions after they have left the
clinic, or the doctor might have given large amounts of information that is
difficult to process all at once.

Support groups Through the internet or social media sites, people can share their
experiences, treatments or offer advice and support to people with certain
health conditions. They can connect with people and ask questions
without having to travel long distances to seek personal support, or
remain anonymous if they choose to.

Overall, using the internet as a source of health and wellbeing information can help patients to be more
informed and make better decisions about health issues; however, it is usually an additional resource, not a
substitute for seeing a doctor or health professional in person.

CASE STUDY
Is online therapy as good as talking face-to-face with a clinician?
First, what is digital mental healthcare?
Digital mental health treatment often involves working your way through a structured, online program based on
standard, evidence-based psychological treatment methods.
Many are based on cognitive behaviour therapy (CBT), whereby you learn to identify and change unhelpful

thoughts and behaviours that contribute to your symptoms.
Some web-based treatment programs are designed to be done entirely on your own. Others can be done with

support from a health professional, usually via a weekly email. In some cases, telephone, online chat or face-to-
face assistance is provided.

Why provide mental healthcare over the internet?
Digital mental health services offer more choices and greater flexibility in how we get help.
Some people are uncomfortable opening up to a health professional face-to-face; they prefer the anonymity

of online assistance. Where email communication with a health professional is involved, we can take our time to
read and respond to emails.
A number of the services are freely available and there are no added travel costs. For some people, especially

those in remote areas, no other mental health services are accessible to them.
Technology can also be used to supplement face-to-face care. A person might see a health professional face-

to-face and use a digital mental health service in between sessions. Websites and apps may also be a tool to
facilitate discussion in sessions or for a person to monitor their symptoms.
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Is it effective?

FIGURE 11.17 Some web-based programs are
done with support from health professionals.

There is strong evidence that psychological therapy,
particularly cognitive behaviour therapy, can be
effectively delivered online to treat a range of mental
health difficulties.
In some research trials, online therapy has been

found to be as effective in reducing symptoms
as therapy delivered face-to-face by a clinician.
Evidence is particularly strong that anxiety, stress
and depression can be treated online.

Who isn’t it suitable for?
Digital mental health services are not for everyone.
Some people prefer the in-person dialogue with a
health professional and some types of therapy rely
on that rather than the use of structured treatment
materials. Some people don’t feel confident about
using computers or other technology, so trying
to navigate a digital service may increase their
anxiety levels.
Online treatment is generally less suited to more severe forms of mental illness, such as psychosis. But there

are emerging developments in using technology in severe mental illness treatment, such as the use of iPads to
use website resources within face-to-face therapy sessions with clients with psychosis.
Online treatment tends also to be less effective with largely physical problems rather than those related more

to emotions, thoughts and behaviours, but again there are exceptions to this. Many physical health conditions,
such as cancer, have a psychological impact, which internet-based therapy can be effective in helping people
cope with.
Digital mental health services are generally less suitable for people experiencing an immediate crisis. But, in

some cases, an online service may be the only way a person is willing to reach out for help.
People dealing with multiple mental health problems can often benefit more from a more personalised face-

to-face approach — though web-based programs that tailor treatment to the individual’s reported symptoms are
available.

What are the disadvantages?
Despite their benefits, digital mental health services have some disadvantages over face-to-face treatment.
Services that involve only written communication, by email or online chat, don’t enable the face-to-face

visibility for the client and therapist to notice body language and tone-of-voice cues. This can increase the
chances of misunderstandings occurring. Digital services can also require a fair amount of self-motivation for
the client to make the time to work through self-help materials.
While digital mental health services such as those funded by the federal Health Department are freely available,

there are also challenges to health professionals being able to offer digital services at a low cost as there are no
Medicare rebates for online psychological services in Australia.
There may be concerns about how secure and confidential personal information entered online is. Using

technology for health reasons requires thinking differently about security than you may be comfortable with for
social reasons.
Source: Adapted from Abbott, J 2016, ‘Is online therapy as good as talking face-to-face with a clinician?’, The Conversation,
22 April, https://theconversation.com/is-online-therapy-as-good-as-talking-face-to-face-with-a-clinician-51492.

Case study review
1. Outline three of the advantages of online therapy for mental illnesses.
2. Referring to the article, is there evidence that this type of therapy is effective?
3. Discuss why online therapy might not be suitable for all mental health patients.
4. Respond to the following statement: Online mental health services are not suitable at all when a person is

having an immediate mental health crisis.
5. Outline three of the disadvantages of online therapy for mental illnesses.
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11.3.3 Challenges for health and wellbeing

TABLE 11.2 Challenges for health and wellbeing

Challenge for health and wellbeing Description

Reliability of information Online sources are not always accurate, truthful, reliable or even honest,
and users rarely know exactly who is providing the information or advice.
Because of the nature of medical advice about conditions or treatments,
misinformation can be particularly harmful as it may directly affect a
person’s health and wellbeing.

Low health literacy Many people do not have the levels of health literacy to give them the
skills or knowledge to seek reliable advice, and therefore act on ill-
informed opinions or information. High levels of health literacy are needed
to sort through the massive amount of information available and decide
what is useful, accurate and safe.

Self-diagnosis Internet resources give information only and can’t ask the questions
required to accurately diagnose or identify a health condition, increasing
the risk of people misdiagnosing their health concerns. This may result
in people dismissing serious symptoms as nothing of concern, or
beginning inappropriate treatments for symptoms that may have been
misdiagnosed. See table 11.3 on the next page for examples of the
possible diagnoses of common conditions from different web searches.
Self-diagnosing can cause a delay in seeing a doctor and beginning

treatment for health conditions.

Self-medicating Choosing medications based on a self-diagnosis may mean the real
condition is not treated or the medication chosen may cause health
problems itself. This can mean that potentially life-threatening health
conditions are not adequately treated, or dangerous medications may be
taken when not appropriate.

Cyberchondria This term describes people who research any and all symptoms of a rare
disease, illness or condition, and cause themselves a state of medical
anxiety. People who fear catastrophic injuries or diseases may search their
symptoms online and become even more anxious because of the (often
dubious) information they have found.

FIGURE 11.18 Many internet users self-diagnose their
medical conditions.
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TABLE 11.3 Different diagnoses found through internet searches

Symptom
Potential health conditions suggested by different websites
for one symptom

Website A Website B Website C

Pins and needles Vitamin B12 deficiency Sciatica Multiple sclerosis (MS)

Stomach cramps Indigestion Appendicitis Heart disease or angina

Earache Common cold Ear infection Brain abscess

Blurred vision Presbyopia Glaucoma Cataracts

Rash Contact dermatitis Psoriasis or eczema Meningitis

Source: Bupa Health Pulse, 2011.

Digital document Australian government health information worksheet (doc-22653)

Weblinks Australian government health information

Know Your Noise

Beyond Blue: Dadvice

Healthy produce

Eat for health

11.3 ACTIVITIES
1. Access the Australian government health information weblink and worksheet in the Resources tab, then

complete the worksheet.
2. Analyse the health information provided by the following government and non-government websites. Which

types of website provide more reliable information? Suggested websites include those discussed in this
subtopic and those listed in the Resources tab:
• Know Your Noise
• Beyond Blue: Dadvice
• Department of Health — healthy produce
• Eat for health.

11.3 Exercise 1 TEST your knowledge
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.
1. (a) What is meant by the term ‘digital media’?

(b) Give some examples of digital media.
2. Complete the table on next page outlining the uses of digital media in the health industry.
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Digital media type
Example of an application for
health

Technology-based patient consultations

Symptom checkers

Health and wellbeing websites

Health and wellbeing apps

Search engines such as Google

Virtual reality

3. How can digital media increase access to health services and information for Australians who live outside
major cities?

4. (a) Outline three benefits to health and wellbeing when digital media is used as a source of health
information.

(b) Outline two of the challenges associated with accessing health information from digital media
resources.

5. What is meant by cyberchondria?

11.3 Exercise 2 APPLY your knowledge
1. Research health and wellbeing mobile apps and make a brochure advertising your top five. Describe each

app, what it aims to do and how it improves health and wellbeing for users. Discuss any potential negative
impacts of each app.

2. Outline some guidelines that could be taught at school to help users increase the reliability of the health
information they find from digital media sources.

3. Refer to table 11.3.
(a) What effect do you think searching for symptoms on Google may have on the health and

wellbeing of some people? Use an example from table 11.3 to justify your answer.
(b) After reviewing table 11.3, how accurate do you think the internet is at providing health and

wellbeing advice and information?

studyON: past VCE exam questions

To answer past VCE exam questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every
question, go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

11.4 Issues in health services

KEY CONCEPT Understanding the issues relating to the use of new and emerging health procedures and
technologies

There have been rapid and beneficial advances in medical procedures and technologies; however, there are
several issues that accompany the use of new medical processes.

Advances in medicine include:
• assisted reproductive technologies such as in-vitro fertilisation (IVF)
• nanotechnology
• robotics and artificial intelligence
• 3D printing of body parts
• stem cell use.
Using these technologies and procedures is associated with issues as outlined in table 11.4.
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TABLE 11.4 Issues associated with advances in medical technology

Ethics

• Ethics are the moral principles that govern a person’s behaviour, decisions or how they
  conduct an activity. Ethics relates to what people believe is essentially right or wrong. As
  a society we have certain general beliefs about what is right and wrong, but individual
  ethics on particular issues can vary greatly.

Privacy

• As discussed in topic 10, privacy associated with health is primarily related to personal
  details and information being kept private between a patient and their doctor.

Equity

• New medical procedures and technologies may not be available to all, based on cost or
  other factors such as sexuality or socioeconomic status. Equity of access addresses this
  issue as it refers to all people being able to achieve the same outcome.

Invasiveness

• Some procedures can be extremely invasive due to the need for incision or insertion of
  an instrument. The issue of invasiveness may be addressed by new technologies which
  can reduce the impact of a particular procedure.

Freedom
of

choice

• Freedom of choice means that people have the right to do what they want, when they
want as long as they don’t infringe on other people’s rights.

11.4.1 New health procedures and technologies
Assisted reproductive technologies such as IVF
There are a range of assisted reproductive technologies available to couples or individuals wishing to
conceive a baby. One of these treatments is in-vitro fertilisation (IVF).

IVF is not a new technology — the first baby conceived using this technique was born in 1978. However,
IVF continues to be refined and modified to improve success rates. IVF is the process of fertilisation by
manually combining an egg and sperm in a laboratory dish, and then transferring the embryo to the uterus.

Women are given hormones to increase the production of eggs, several of which are harvested, fertilised
and implanted in the mother. IVF is recommended for healthy heterosexual couples who have been unable
to conceive a baby naturally after 12 months. Approximately 8–10 per cent of couples have reproductive
problems and may wish to try to have a baby through IVF. Same-sex couples and single women can also
access IVF if they are wanting to have a baby without the involvement of a male partner. Success rates for
pregnancies from IVF treatment are about 40 per cent per embryo for women under the age of 30. This
drops to 8.5 per cent per embryo for women over the age of 40 and only 2 per cent by the age of 44.

Assisted reproductive technologies such as IVF raise many ethical issues and, because of the wide range
of opinions on the subject, a consensus cannot be reached by society as a whole. Some people believe that
nothing should stop people from fulfilling their desire to have children; others question the fundamentals
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of the procedure, saying that the idea of artificially creating life is not morally right. Some religions do
not agree with IVF and do not allow it. There are questions about whether IVF should be offered to older
women wanting to become mothers, particularly after reports of women in their 60s and 70s in Spain and
India having babies through IVF. Many people believe that it is not fair on the children to have such old
mothers, who may not live long after the birth of their child.

FIGURE 11.19 Between 8 and 10 per cent of healthy couples have
problems conceiving and turn to IVF to have a baby.

One of the pressing ethical
questions relates to the embryos
that are created but not used in each
IVF cycle. A number of embryos are
created for IVF but only two or three
are usually transferred to the woman’s
uterus, leaving a number of embryos
unused if a pregnancy results. These
embryos are frozen and stored in case
the couple wants to try for more babies
in the future. In 2016, there were
already approximately 46 000 frozen
embryos in Victoria alone. There is an
ethical dilemma about what happens
to these embryos after they have been
stored for a number of years. Not all
people feel that it is morally right to
create these potential lives but then
destroy them after a period of time if
they are not used.

Equity of access is also an issue raised by the use of IVF, which is an expensive medical procedure. An
average cycle of IVF costs around $5000, with ongoing costs for services such as embryo storage. The high
cost of this procedure puts it out of reach for some Australians.

In Australia, fertility treatment and the procedures involved in IVF may be eligible for a Medicare rebate
if there is a medical cause of infertility. This may mean that single women and same-sex couples who wish
to access IVF treatment can’t, because they might not be eligible for the Medicare rebate for the high costs
involved. Many people object to their taxes being used to fund the public health system to provide IVF,
particularly for older women because the success rates are so low.

There is a great deal of controversy over the issue of freedom of choice in relation to ‘designer babies’.
Many people argue that it is unethical and unnatural to be able to create your own baby by selecting certain
characteristics or gender. Scientists have found ways to genetically alter human embryos created through
IVF. In the years since this technology has been developed, some people have used the process to have
children that will be an exact match to an older sibling who is terminally ill. This way there is always
someone who can donate organs, blood, bone marrow and other such body parts. Some people object to
babies being created solely to act as a donor for a sick sibling.

Nanotechnology
The science of the extremely small holds enormous potential for healthcare, from delivering drugs more
effectively, diagnosing diseases more rapidly and sensitively, and delivering vaccines via aerosols and
patches. This type of technology is evolving rapidly and has the potential to reduce the issue of invasiveness
in medical treatment. Diagnosing some diseases can be very invasive, with a battery of blood tests, scans
and procedures needed to identify the cause of ill health. Diagnosing diseases such as cancer and HIV can
be achieved using nanotechnology with barely a drop of blood drawn.
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FIGURE 11.20 Nanotechnology is the science of extremely
small things and has many applications in medicine.

Vaccinations and drug delivery can also
be revolutionised using nanotechnologies.
Drugs can be more effectively absorbed
and targeted to the specific site where
they are needed and vaccinations can be
delivered without having to use an injection.
There are significant costs involved with
developing these medical advances; however,
the cost savings made by increasing the
effectiveness of medications and reducing
the number of health practitioners needed
to vaccinate children, particularly in low-
income countries, is significant and increases
equity of access to healthcare. For example,
aerosol or skin-patch delivery systems for
vaccinations reduce the need for refrigerated
transport and nursing services required to
vaccinate large numbers of people.

There are ethical questions involved in the use of nanotechnology. What is technically possible and what
is ethically appropriate is a matter of heated debate. For some people, nanomedicine evokes similar ethical
issues to genetically modified foods, and people are more concerned with the technologies rather than the
benefits they might provide.

CASE STUDY
Melbourne researchers flag potential for new hearing loss treatment using nanoparticles
Melbourne researchers say they have come up with a treatment using nanoparticles for hearing loss that could
potentially replace hearing aids for millions of people worldwide.
Scientists from Melbourne’s Bionics Institute and the University of Melbourne believe they can use

nanotechnology to deliver restorative drugs to deep within the ear to sufferers of neural hearing loss. It is the
most common form of deafness, affecting people as they age, or if they’ve been exposed to prolonged periods
of loud noise in industries such as music, mining, construction, manufacturing or the military.

FIGURE 11.21 Jim Findley says potential nanoparticle
treatment for his hearing loss would be a boon.

Jim Findley is one of millions who
could benefit from the research.
When the former US Army infantry

officer’s ears started ringing for three
days straight, he knew something was
seriously wrong. He had just completed
a period of combat in Afghanistan, and
he thought the cacophony of sounds
on the battlefield — including gunfire,
artillery and his comrades shouting at
one another — had taken their toll.
‘When the action starts, it’s

overwhelming to the senses. The light
can be blinding, the noise can be
deafening, and then everything breaks
loose,’ he said.
Like many defence force personnel

around the world, it was his hearing
that was damaged. Permanently. He
has had partial hearing loss in his left ear
for about a decade.
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The isolation of hearing loss
Lead medical researcher Andrew Wise said the nanoparticle treatment currently being tested on animals would
especially help people suffering from sensory hearing loss, which occurs when the nerve connections to the
inner ear become damaged. It is the most common disability in developed nations according to the Bionics
Institute, and is on track to affect one billion people worldwide by 2050. Sufferers wear hearing aids and there
is no treatment.
Melbourne’s Epworth Hospital ear, nose and throat surgeon, Sherryl Wagstaff, said hearing loss makes people

isolate themselves.
‘They don’t want to go out, they don’t want to socialise and as we know there are now links to dementia as a

result of it,’ Dr Wagstaff said.
She said the potential new treatment could be ‘earth-shattering’.

Putting a sprinkle into a nanoparticle
The researchers believe restorative drugs
can be ‘loaded’ into the nanoparticles, about
half a millimetre in diameter and smaller
than a cake sprinkle, or a ‘hundred and
thousand’, and delivered to the inner ear.
Associate Professor Wise said the

properties of the particles were ‘remarkable’
and he likened then to volcanic rock.
‘They’re very porous, and that property

enables us to load very high levels of the
growth factors (or drugs) into these particles,
and then these growth factors come out
of the particles quite slowly after many
months,’ he said.
Although drugs that can repair inner-ear

nerve damage are already available, no-one
has yet been able to find a way to get them
to the inner ear in the quantity required to work.
If animal trials are successful, researchers

said the technique could eventually replace hearing aids in millions of people around the world.
‘People (who) have problems with hearing, problems with processing sound, information, in challenging

environments … where they can hear but have difficulty interpreting speech, that population is probably the
target population, at least initially,’ Associate Professor Wise said.
Andrew Wise says the nanoparticles are the size of cake sprinkles like hundreds and thousands.
The treatment is still a few years away from human trials, but the US Department of Defence is so excited by

the prospect it has committed $1.1 million to the research.
Like many defence forces around the world, payouts to servicemen and women who have suffered hearing

loss due to exposure to noise make-up the majority of compensation payouts.
For veteran Jim Findley, it offers new hope.
‘Mate, it would be brilliant,’ he said with a smile.

Source: Longbottom, J 2018, ‘Melbourne researchers flag potential for new hearing loss treatment using nanoparticles’, ABC
News, 9 November, https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-11-08/nanoparticle-treatment-possible-for-common-form-of-hearing-
loss/10477498.

Case study review
1. How could this application of nanotechnology impact on social health and wellbeing?
2. What size is the nanoparticle that could be used to deliver drugs to the inner ear?

Artificial intelligence and robotics
Artificial intelligence and robotics in healthcare is no longer the subject of futuristic dreams. It is already
being used in some forms in mainstream medicine, and its potential uses are many and varied. Artificial
intelligence refers to the development of computer systems that are able to perform tasks normally requiring
human intelligence, such as visual perception, speech recognition, decision making and translation.
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Currently artificial intelligence and robots are used to augment rather than replace human medical staff,
but the potential for hospitals to become ‘doctorless’ in the future does exist. In the current medical context,
artificial intelligence involves computers that are able to access and analyse vast amounts of data to identify
patterns that humans don’t have the processing power to do. The benefit is that doctors are saved from
impossible amounts of reading and researching to find information to assist with a diagnosis. The computer
programs use complex algorithms to provide information in a very short period of time. The computers
can take full advantage of masses of electronic medical files and turn them into a resources goldmine for
doctors almost immediately. This is a major step in diagnosis, especially for rare health conditions. Without
artificial intelligence, doctors might make several incorrect diagnoses and perform unnecessary tests,
lengthening the time before an accurate diagnosis can be made.

FIGURE 11.23 Robots and artificial intelligence have
important roles to play in the future of healthcare.

Artificial intelligence and its ability to
rapidly analyse stored health data can
also be used to determine an appropriate
medication to prescribe to each patient.
This could make healthcare more tailored
to individual circumstances and improve
treatment effectiveness. At this stage,
however, computers are not good enough
to tell doctors with 100 per cent certainty
a diagnosis or treatment. They only add to
the information the doctor has gathered to
help them make a decision, but ultimately
the doctor needs to use their own judgement
to decide on a course of action for each
individual patient.

Despite the obvious benefits of this
technology, the biggest concern is privacy.
Although online medical records and data have enormous potential for researchers and doctors, the door is
open for hackers to walk through and access patients’ private and confidential records. This information
could be made public or used for other unintended and unsanctioned purposes. In 2016 numerous high-
profile Olympic athletes had their medical records released publicly after hackers broke into the World
Anti-Doping Agency’s (WADA) database. In 2018, over 1.5 million Singapore citizens had their personal
information stolen, including the Singaporean prime minister. The possibility for the hacking of personal
medical information and the resulting invasion of privacy is a large barrier for people accepting this
technology in medicine. As outlined in topic 10, the concerns around privacy of health records have resulted
in many Australians ‘opting out’ of the My Health Record initiative of the Australian Government.

In conjunction with artificial intelligence, some surgeons also use robots to assist with surgery in the
operating theatre. Currently the surgeon remains in control and uses the robot as a tool only. However, with
advances in the technology, there is the potential for robots to be completely in control of surgeries and
dispensing medications, with humans still making the decisions.

Artificial intelligence and robots could ultimately reduce costs in healthcare for patients, which could
open up access to health services for lower socioeconomic status populations. This technology could also
address equity of access to health services by providing specialised services where a doctor is unavailable to
go. Accepting artificial intelligence and robots into mainstream medicine could be of great benefit to many
people; however, with privacy a major stumbling block, many people are unwilling to do so.

3D printing of body parts
The applications of 3D printing in medicine are numerous and currently largely untapped. Some
applications of 3D printing of body parts have already been realised, but the potential for benefit and
advancement of medicine is enormous. This is a field of research that is rapidly expanding. Scientists
have spent many years developing biologically compatible materials that do not degenerate over time andPdf_Folio:21
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printers precise enough to complete the tasks required for the smallest of body parts, such as blood vessels
and heart valves.

Currently the largest application of 3D printing is for bones and hard tissue. Soft tissue required for
organs and muscles are still being developed. Bones can be printed from titanium, which is already used in
surgical implants such as screws and plates used to repair badly broken bones. Already implants are being
printed to provide replacement ‘bones’ to reconstruct body parts damaged through serious injury or surgical
removal. In England in 2014, surgeons repaired the face of a man who was seriously injured in a motorcycle
accident two years prior. Conventional reconstructive surgery was not able to completely fix his face and the
man was embarrassed to be seen in public because of the shape of his damaged face. Surgeons repaired his
facial structure by printing titanium bone implants to reconstruct his cheek bones and eye sockets. In doing
so, they significantly improved the man’s face shape and reduced his anxiety about going out in public.

Australia is leading many of the advances in 3D printing in medicine. In 2014, surgeons replaced the
heel bone of a man diagnosed with an aggressive cancer with a titanium, 3D printed bone. Traditionally, the
tumour in the heel bone of this patient would have caused the amputation of leg below the knee. Instead, a
Melbourne biotechnology company printed a titanium bone implant which was used to rebuild the foot after
the cancer-containing bone was removed. This type of technology is not only lifesaving but far less invasive
than traditional treatments such as amputation of a limb.

In the near future, the medical application of 3D printing is the use of printed ‘living’ body parts.
Research and development continues in an attempt to produce muscle, cartilage and skin that can be printed
and implanted in the human body. Fully functioning organs have not been developed yet, but functional
organ structures such as heart valves have been produced. If organs or replacement organ parts could be
successfully printed and implanted, the need for organ donors would be reduced. This would reduce ethical
and privacy issues associated with traditional organ donation, as a donor and their family would not need
to be involved in the process. This could also speed up treatment for sick patients who are usually on long
waiting lists for a compatible organ to be donated.

There are issues in relation to equity of access associated with treatments of this kind. Development
of technological applications such as 3D printing has high costs, and most treatments are still considered
somewhat experimental. The high costs of treatment could put this technology out of reach financially for
some people. As discussed earlier, people in rural and remote areas of Australia may not be able to access
this type of treatment, as cutting edge technology and medical personnel trained in its use are not usually
available in the hospitals in rural areas or even regional centres.

CASE STUDY
3D Printed heel saves man from amputation

FIGURE 11.24 Anatomics biomedical technician
Stuart Hall with a prototype heel of the
revolutionary implant used to save Len’s leg.

Australia continues to be a happening place for 3D
printing in medicine. Not only does the nation offer
the world’s first Masters in Bioprinting program, but
doctors there are continually in the news for aiding
patients with 3D printing. Most recently, doctors
at St Vincent’s Hospital have saved a man from
amputation with the technology.
According to the Herald Sun, 71-year-old Len

Chandler was diagnosed with cartilage cancer
in April. The tumour had already taken over the
calcaneus, or heel bone, on his right foot. Because
the complex bone moves in conjunction with the
shin and foot bones, such a tumour would have
typically resulted in a leg amputation below the knee.
Professor Peter Choong at St Vincent’s had other
plans. Chandler relays, ‘Prof. Choong said we could
take the risk, and I had nothing to lose. I was hesitant
and I didn’t know whether it would work, but I had to try it.’
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FIGURE 11.25 The process that saved Len’s foot

1. A cancerous tumour

in Len’s right heel bone

(calcaneus) needed to

be removed before

it spread. 

2. An exact copy of

the left heel bone,

reversed to simulate

the right, was created

in titanium using a

CSIRO 3D printer. 

3. The titanium heel

was fitted by Professor

Choong to Len’s foot.

The muscles and

Achilles tendon

were re-attached. 

4. Holes in the 3D

heel allowed tissue

to grow through, and

helped reduce weight. 

Calcaneus

Working with Melbourne biotech
company Anatomics and the nation’s
federal science research institution,
CSIRO, Prof. Choong was able to
provide Chandler with a 3D printed
implant. First, the medical team scanned
the patient’s intact heel bone from his left
foot. Anatomics was then able to create
a mirror image for his right foot. The
resulting 3D model was sent to CSIRO,
which 3D printed an exact replica in
titanium using an Arcam 3D printer. After
the tumour was removed, the doctors
were able to successfully implant the
new heel bone.
The CEO of Anatomics, Andrew Batty,

said, ‘This is very much a pioneering
procedure.’ The procedure was a world
first, as most 3D printed implants are not
load-bearing to the extent that this heel bone will be. In the past, 3D printing has been used to create implants in
the skull or, more rarely, the hip. In Chandler’s foot, however, it will be bearing an even greater amount of weight.
Additionally, the implant required both a smooth surface, to work with his other foot bones, that was also porous,
so that tissue could grow inside it and allow the body to accept it.

FIGURE 11.26 Len and his new foot
Prof. Choong said of the procedure, ‘Science

advances have allowed us to consider 3D
printing of bones and we were able to get
information from Len’s foot and use that to tell
the computers precisely how big his foot is, and
reproduce that using the new 3D technology.
Going from the possibility of an amputation
to where you preserve the limb on account of
one (replacement) bone is rewarding if you can
achieve it.’
John Barns, a spokesperson for CSIRO,

added, ‘Prof Choong was really taking the risk
and Anatomics were coming up with the design,
and we were willing to back them up.’
After his surgery on July 11, Chandler,

a construction worker, is already on the
path to recovery and can carry more than
half of his own weight. By Christmas, Prof.
Choong believes he will no longer need crutches. Chandler said, ‘I didn’t know how good it was going to be —
I don’t think Prof Choong knew how good I’d be — but I’m going very well.’ If the researchers can secure the
$180 million in federal funding, they may be able to perform more such procedures through the planned
Aikenhead Centre for Medical Discovery.
Source: Molitch-Hou, M 2014, ‘3D printed heel saves man from amputation’, 3D Printing Industry, 20 October.

Case study questions
1. What caused Len to need a ‘new’ heel bone?
2. What is involved in the traditional treatment for such a tumour?
3. Outline the series of processes needed to replicate Len’s heel bone using 3D printing.
4. Why was this procedure considered to be ‘pioneering’?
5. How is the issue of invasiveness reflected in this case study?

Stem cells
Stem cell science is a fast-moving field of research, with advances made almost every day. Stem cells are
a type of unspecialised cell that has the potential to differentiate into many different cell types in the early
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stages of embryonic development. There are a number of types of stem cells that occur naturally in humans
and have different roles depending on their type and location. Scientists primarily work with two kinds of
stem cells: embryonic and adult. Embryonic stem cells are derived from human embryos 3–5 days after
fertilisation. These embryonic stem cells are the most potent form of stem cell, as they can differentiate into
any type of cell in the human body. Adult stem cells can also come from embryos or adult tissue. Adult
refers to the fact that these stem cells have already differentiated to a degree and can make new cells of
certain types only. For example, adult stem cells in bone marrow can differentiate into different types of
blood cells. Generally the role of adult stem cells is to generate replacement cells for those that are lost
through normal degeneration and as a result of disease.

There are many ways in which human stem cells can be used in the future. The potential for disease
treatment is almost endless because of the unique regenerative abilities of these cells and their use in
cell-based therapies. Stem cells offer great potential for treating diseases such as diabetes, heart disease
and multiple sclerosis by replacing damaged cells with new ones derived from stem cells grown in
the laboratory. For example, the insulin producing cells of the pancreas are destroyed when a person
has diabetes, leaving them unable to regulate blood glucose levels. These cells could be replaced with
new functional cells grown from embryonic stem cells. As yet, this type of therapy is not available in
mainstream medicine, but this is the hope of researchers for future stem cell applications.

FIGURE 11.27 Stem cells grown in the laboratory
have many applications in medicine.

One of the most important potential applications
of stem cells is the replacement of cells in organs
that are failing. Currently, donated organs are used
to replace failing ones, but the demand for organ
transplants is far greater than the supply. Stem cells
could be used as a renewable source of replacement
cells rather than needing to replace the entire organ
through transplantation. For example, it may be
possible to use stem cells to generate healthy heart
muscle tissue to repair a heart after a heart attack
or as a result of heart disease. This would reduce
the need for organ donors, the ethical questions
of organ donation and the invasiveness of heart
transplant surgery. The need for fewer organ donors
could also reduce the privacy issues surrounding
organ donation. These applications have not been realised yet, but this is the future of stem cell research.

There are many potential benefits of using human stem cells; however, there is controversy around
the ethics of using and destroying human embryos. Generally, the embryos used for research are unused
embryos created through IVF treatment. When they are no longer needed for reproductive purposes, these
embryos can be donated for research. The ethical dilemma associated with stem cell research involves two
conflicting moral principles: to prevent or alleviate suffering and the duty to care for and value human
life. Human life is considered by many to begin at the moment of fertilisation. Therefore, using embryos
for stem cell research and therapies is considered to be destroying human life. Like other advanced
technologies, there are also issues of equity of access due to the cost of these potential therapies and the
resources available at health services in rural or remote areas as discussed earlier.

EXAM TIP
To show an understanding of the issues relating to new and emerging medical technologies, you need to address a
medical technology and make an analysis to determine whether any of these issues apply. You could use examples to
discuss the issue or issues that are applicable. It is, however, not necessary to attempt to discuss every issue for each
procedure or technology. Issues should be discussed in the positive, for example a technology such as 3D printing of
body parts might reduce the invasiveness of a traditional procedure.
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11.4 Exercise 1 TEST your knowledge
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.
1. Create a mind map including an explanation and a picture to illustrate each of the issues outlined in this

subtopic: ethics, privacy, equity of access, invasiveness and freedom of choice.
2. Complete a summary table like the one below to link these issues to each of the medical procedures and

technologies. Tick the box for each issue that might apply to the procedure or technology. (Stem cell use
has been completed as an example.)

Medical
technology Description Issues

Ethics Privacy Equity of
access

Invasiveness Freedom of
choice

Stem cell use Stem cells are
unspecialised
cells derived from
human embryos
3-5 days after
fertilisation

✓ ✓ ✓

3. Explain the potential health and wellbeing benefits and challenges of each of the technologies in this topic,
using a summary table like the one below.

Technology Benefits Challenges

Assisted reproductive technologies

Nanotechnology

3D printing

Artificial intelligence

Robotics

Stem cell use

11.4 Exercise 2 APPLY your knowledge
1. Research the applications of nanotechnology then create a brochure that a GP could use to inform patients

about the potential use of the technology, the potential for success and any other challenges or ethical
issues associated with the technology.

2. Suzanne is in her mid-thirties and, despite not finding a lifelong partner, has decided that she wants to have
a baby by herself, using a sperm donor. She is healthy and has no known fertility issues. Research IVF in
Australia and answer the following questions.
(a) Can Suzanne access IVF as a single woman in her thirties?
(b) Is there a Medicare rebate available for Suzanne in this scenario?
(c) Explain the process of IVF, including any medication needed and success rates for Suzanne,

taking into consideration her age and health status.
(d) Outline the potential costs of IVF, including doctors’ fees, embryo storage and medications.
(e) What issues might Suzanne face in relation to equity of access, ethics, freedom of choice and

invasiveness when considering IVF as a means to having a child?
3. James had a serious parachuting accident five years ago and due to a spinal injury has been unable to walk.

Research the possible use of stem cell therapy to repair James’s spinal cord so that he might be able to
walk again.
(a) What type of stem cells would be used?
(b) How likely is it that stem cell therapy could work in spinal injuries?
(c) Is this type of therapy available? If not, when do researchers think stem cells could be used in

this way?
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studyON: past VCE exam questions

To answer past VCE exam questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every
question, go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

11.5 Health system complaints

KEY CONCEPT Understanding the options for complaints and redress within the health system

FIGURE 11.28 Complaints are resolved by the Office of the Health
Complaints Commissioner.

As discussed in topic 10, patients
have the right to make a complaint
about a health service provider
if they feel they have reason. In
Victoria, individuals have the right
to make a complaint through the
Health Complaints Commissioner
(HCC). The HCC is an independent,
fee-free organisation whose role it
is to receive and resolve complaints
about health service providers
through an impartial and confidential
process. The Health Complaints
Commissioner works under the
newly created Health Complaints Act
(2016). This new legislation allows
the Health Complaints Commissioner
to undertake work in dealing with complaints in the health system with greater investigative powers and
a broader definition of what qualifies as a health service. The commissioner plays a role in protecting the
public and supporting safe and ethical healthcare in Victoria.

Anyone can make a complaint to the HCC about any health service provided in Victoria, or about any
organisation that holds health records, including schools, gyms and other non-health service providers,
about how they handle personal information. Complaints may be made by patients, their friends, family
or guardians or another health service provider. Even concerned community members can make complaints
to the HCC.

The HCC manage complaints related to:
• access to services
• quality and safety
• care and attention
• respect, dignity and consideration
• communication about treatment, options and costs
• the level of involvement in healthcare decisions
• access, privacy and confidentiality of personal health information
• complaint handling by the health service provider.
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People may complain about health service organisations, such as a public or private hospital, GP clinics
or community health services or about an individual health practitioner. Complaints can be lodged about
both registered and non-registered practitioners. Examples of these include:
• Registered health practitioners

Doctors, dentists, nurses, surgeons, midwives, physiotherapists, chiropractors, psychologists,
pharmacists, Chinese herbalists, occupational therapists, optometrists, osteopaths, podiatrists,
radiographers and Indigenous health practitioners

• Non-registered health practitioners
Audiologists, naturopaths, dietitians, speech pathologists, homeopaths, counsellors, paramedics,

masseurs, alternative therapists and other providers of general health services
Wherever possible it is advised that the issue be redressed directly with the health service provider,

but if this does not work then the HCC receives the complaint in writing, over the phone or through an
online form to begin the process of resolution. The HCC is independent and does not take sides. It
works with the person who made the complaint and the provider to resolve complaints cooperatively,
quickly, fairly and effectively. Depending on the details of the complaint, the outcomes a person may
be able to obtain are:

• an explanation about what happened, and why it happened
• an apology
• access to treatment
• access or amendment to health records
• a refund or compensation
• a change in policy or practice to prevent future problems.
The HCC can also launch formal investigations and warn the public about dangerous health service

providers.

11.5.1 The complaint process

FIGURE 11.29 Flowchart outlining the progression of a
complaint through the HCC

Early resolution Formal resolution

Complaint assessed

Complaint lodged

Complaint

Complaint journey

Provider

Referred or declined

Investigation

Outcome Outcome

Complaint and outcome recorded

Outcome

HCC

HCC

When a complaint is received, the first step
is to decide whether the HCC should deal
with the complaint or if another agency is
more appropriate. The next step is to confirm
that the person making the complaint has
tried to resolve their issue directly with the
service provider. This is often the quickest
and easiest way to resolve an issue and the
HCC are legally required to recommend this
happens before any further action will be
taken. Once the HCC accepts the complaint,
they are recommended to take the least formal
course of action possible to efficiently resolve
the issue.

Once a complaint has been assessed and
accepted by the HCC, there are three courses
of action possible: early resolution, formal
resolution or investigation. Early resolution
is the least formal (and often the quickest)
way to resolve complaints. In most cases,
the complaint is discussed with both parties
over the phone to clarify the problem and
to identify an acceptable solution. If no
resolution is reached through this process, the
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HCC may be unable to assist further. However, if the complaint is too complex to resolve over the phone,
but it can be resolved, the HCC may attempt a formal resolution. They may also decide to initiate a formal
investigation.

The formal resolution process involves a series of documented steps, each leading towards finding an
acceptable solution. This process begins by working with the complainant to write a formal description
of the complaint, which is then sent, along with a resolution plan, to the health service provider. The
resolution plan may include requests for meetings, medical records, reports or independent opinions. Any
improvements the provider agrees to make in response to the complaint will be documented and shared with
all parties. If no resolution is reached, the HCC may be unable to assist further. The complaint may also be
considered for investigation.

An investigation is a formal and detailed examination, often used in handling large or highly complex
matters. The HCC may investigate public and private organisations as well as individual practitioners.
Following an investigation into a registered or non-registered practitioner, the HCC may issue a public
warning statement to alert people to serious risks to their health, life, safety or welfare.

In the 2017–18 reporting year, the HCC received 6835 complaints, 68 per cent of which were resolved
through informal processes within three months. The remaining 2183 cases were handled by resolutions
officers or investigators and reflect more complex complaints. Together with resolving complaints, the
Health Complaints Commissioner uses any information supplied in the complaints to help improve health
services in the future.

Digital document Health Complaints Commissioner (doc-XXXX)

Weblink Health Complaints Commissioner

11.5 ACTIVITIES
1. Access the Health Complaints Commissioner weblink and worksheet in the Resources tab, then complete

the worksheet.

11.5 Exercise 1 TEST your knowledge
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.
1. Name the organisation to which complaints about health services are directed in Victoria.
2. Make a list of people who can make a complaint.
3. List three services patients can make complaints about.
4. (a) Outline some reasons why a person might make a complaint about a health service provider.

(b) What are the possible outcomes of making a complaint about a health service provider?

11.5 Exercise 2 APPLY your knowledge
1. Patients having the right to complain about any health services improves the health status of Australians. To

what extent do you agree with this statement?
2. What are the possible implications for Australia’s life expectancy of people making complaints about health

service providers?
3. Research the office of the Health Complaints Commissioner and outline the processes involved in making

and resolving a complaint.
4. Aaron had weight loss surgery, but he has not been satisfied with the results and he overheard the doctors

talking about how enormously fat he was before they came into the operating theatre. Aaron claims that the
doctors were laughing and joking about him and did not respect him as a patient.
Outline the process that Aaron should follow if he wishes to make a complaint about his surgeon’s behaviour

before his weight loss surgery.
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studyON: past VCE exam questions

To answer past VCE exam questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every
question, go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

11.6 Topic 11 review
11.6.1 Key skills

KEY CONCEPT Identify and explain factors that affect people’s ability to access health services and
information, including digital media, in Australia

This key skill requires being able to identify factors that affect people’s ability to access health services and
information. Some factors that can affect access to health services and information include:
• geographic location
• socioeconomic status
• health literacy
• gender
• cultural factors.
Digital media is another factor that can increase access to health services and information; however,

despite the many benefits of this source of information there are many challenges associated with gathering
health information in this way. Digital media for the provision of health information includes:
• websites
• mobile apps
• search engines such as Google
• technology-based consultations.
Once these factors have been identified, explain how each factor increases or decreases the ability to

access health services or information. A possible response might be:
Indigenous Australians have difficulty accessing health services

and information for many reasons. Because many Indigenous
Australians live in rural or remote areas1, their access to doctors,
hospitals and health technologies is limited by the relatively small
number of medical services in areas outside of major cities. The
long distances that need to be travelled to access health services in
major cities or regional centres means that many Indigenous people
choose not to do so. Cultural factors and health literacy also limit
access to health services and information. Indigenous cultures have
different beliefs and expectations surrounding healthcare, which
often prevent them from accessing health services. Indigenous
people may also have language barriers if English is not their
preferred language2, which means that health information is not
understood. Therefore, Indigenous Australians often do not seek the
health services they need. Lower levels of education in the
Indigenous population reduce health literacy, which means people
do not seek out the information or health services they need or do
not understand the information they are given.3

1 Geographic location is discussed.

2 Cultural factors decrease access to
health services and information for
indigenous populations.

3 Health literacy and its impact on
accessing health information is
discussed.
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Indigenous Australians may be able to overcome some of the
barriers to accessing healthcare by using digital media such as the
My QuitBuddy app to help them gain the health benefits of quitting
smoking.4

4 An opportunity for digital media to
overcome barriers to accessing health
services or information is included.

Practise the key skill
1. Identify and explain two factors that affect the ability of Australians of low socioeconomic status to

access health services and information.
2. a. Identify two examples of digital media used to access health information.

b. Briefly explain each.
3. Digital media can impact the access that some people have to health services and information. Identify

the groups of people for whom digital media can increase access to health information.
4. Explain the challenges and opportunities for health and wellbeing that are created by using digital

media to access health information.

KEY SKILL Analyse issues such as ethics, equity of access, privacy, invasiveness and freedom of choice
associated with the use of new and emerging health procedures and/or technologies

This key skill requires knowledge of new medical procedures and technologies and an understanding of the
issues that may be associated with these advances in medicine.

The medical procedures and technologies include:
• assisted reproductive technologies such as IVF
• nanotechnology
• 3D printing of body parts
• artificial intelligence and robotics
• stem cell use.
The issues investigated are ethics, equity of access, privacy, invasiveness and freedom of choice. The

skill requires you to select a procedure or technology to be analysed for any of these issues that may apply.
It is not necessary to discuss every issue for each procedure or technology. Often the focus is on negative
outcomes of an issue; however, negative or positive aspects should be discussed. For example, 3D printing
of body parts has the potential to reduce the invasiveness of certain medical outcomes such as amputation
of a limb. In this case, there are positive outcomes of this medical advancement that reduce the issue in
question. Negative aspects such as equity of access as a result of cost could also be discussed.

An example of an answer could be:
The use of stem cells is very valuable in the treatment of

diseases such as multiple sclerosis, cancer and diabetes. However,
there are issues of ethics and equity of access involved with these
treatments. To generate a source of stem cells, embryos are created,
raising the ethical issue of creating embryos only as a source of
stem cells for the treatment of another person. Many people think it
is morally wrong to create a potential human life simply to take
cells from it to treat someone else.5 After the stem cells have been
used, there is no potential for the embryo to survive and become a
baby. Other people may not be able to afford the cost of stem cell
therapy, or may not be able to access a source of embryos, creating
inequity of access to these forms of treatment.6

5 The issue of ethics is discussed.

6 The issue of equity of access to the
use of stem cells is discussed.

Practise the key skill
5. What is meant by equity of access in relation to emerging medical technologies and procedures?
6. Which medical technologies and procedures raise ethical questions about their use?
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7. Select one procedure or technology (other than stem cell use) and thoroughly discuss the issues it
raises or addresses.

KEY SKILL Explain the options for consumer complaint and redress in the health system

This key skill requires knowledge of the complaint process and possible outcomes from a complaint made
in the health services sector.

Complaints in Victoria are handled by the Office of the Health
Complaints Commissioner. Any patient, family, friend or other
health practitioner can make a complaint. Any health services can
be the subject of a complaint.7 A complaint may result in the case
being dismissed, or redress in the form of compensation, apology or
professional consequences for the medical practitioner.8 The Health
Complaints Commissioner can also use aspects of any complaint to
make changes to procedures or practices in the future to make
healthcare safer for all.

7 Aspects of the complaint process
are outlined.

8 Possible redress outcomes of the
complaint process.

Practise the key skill
8. Who can make a complaint about a health service?
9. Who can complaints be made about?

10. Which organisation deals with complaints about health services?
11. What are the likely outcomes from a complaint?

11.6.2 Topic summary
Access to health services and information

• Factors that affect a person’s ability to access health services and information include geographic
location, socioeconomic status (SES), cultural factors, gender and levels of health literacy.

• People who live in rural and remote areas of Australia have less access to health services than those in
major cities.

• There are fewer health practitioners, infrastructure and medical technology available in rural and
remote areas.

• People with low SES have less access to health services because of the cost of those services (e.g.
dental) and private health insurance.

• Language barriers, religious beliefs and other cultural factors can reduce the ability to access health
services and information.

• Indigenous Australians have less access to health services and information due to geographic location,
low SES, and language and cultural misunderstandings.

• Males are less likely to access health services and information than females.
• Health literacy is about understanding information and using it to make informed decisions about

health and wellbeing.
• Only about 40 per cent of adult Australians are considered to have adequate levels of health literacy.
• Low levels of education contribute to low health literacy.

Digital media and health and wellbeing

• Digital media is a part of everyday life for most Australians.
• Digital media includes websites, mobile apps, games, social media, digital photos, videos and audio,

computer software and virtual reality.
• The health industry is rapidly expanding its use of digital media.
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• Applications of digital media in health and wellbeing include technology-based patient consultations,
health-related websites and mobile apps, symptom checker websites and apps, Google, and doctor
training and patient wellbeing using virtual reality.

• All forms of digital media can increase access to health information and can present many
opportunities for improving health and wellbeing.

• People who live in rural and remote areas of Australia can access large amounts of health information
without having to travel large distances.

• People with low SES can increase their access to health information through the use of free websites
and mobile apps.

• There are challenges associated with accessing health information from digital media sources.
• Online information is not always reliable or accurate.
• Low levels of health literacy make deciphering large volumes of online health information difficult.
• Self-diagnosis based on digital media resources can lead to high levels of fear and anxiety.
• Serious conditions can be missed due to self-diagnosis.

Issues in health services

• New and emerging medical procedures and technologies provide advances for medicine and treatments
of disease or injury.

• Procedures and technologies include assisted reproductive technologies such as IVF, nanotechnology,
3D printing of body parts, artificial intelligence and robotics, and stem cell use.

• Despite the benefits, there are issues associated with medical advances.
• Some procedures may address some of these issues positively; others may have negative implications.
• Many medical advances raise ethical questions.
• Other issues associated with new technologies and medical advances are privacy, equity of access,

freedom of choice and invasiveness.

Health system complaints

• Patients have the right to complain about health service providers (e.g. doctors, nurses, hospitals,
dentists, specialists, paramedics and allied health providers).

• In Victoria, complaints are made to the Office of the Health Complaints Commissioner.
• Complaints can be made by patients, family, friends or another health practitioner.
• The Office of the Health Complaints Commissioner resolves disputes when initial attempts between

the person making the complaint and the doctor have failed.
• Redress may take the form of an apology, refund, compensation, access to health records or health

services, or a change in policy or practice.
• The Health Complaints Commissioner uses information gathered from complaints to improve the

health industry in Victoria.

To access key concept summaries and past VCE exam questions, download and print the studyON: revision and past VCE
exam questions booklet (doc-XXXX).

11.6 EXERCISE 1 Exam preparation
To answer questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every question, go to
your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Question 1
Australians of low SES have poorer health and wellbeing outcomes than other Australians. One reason for this is
because they have limited access to health services and information.
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a. Identify three factors that would contribute to the limited access to health services and information for
Australians of low SES. (1 mark)

b. Select one of the factors identified in 1a and explain how it would have an impact on the ability of
Australians of low SES to access health services and information. (2 marks)

Question 2
Digital media is a significant source of health information, and many Australians prefer to search their symptoms
on Google rather than see a doctor.
a. Outline the challenges presented to the patient by accessing health information from digital

media sources. (2 marks)
b. Explain possible impacts on Australia’s health status if large numbers of the population relied only on health

information from digital media sources. (2 marks)

Question 3
The use of stem cells is a rapidly expanding technology that has the potential to revolutionise the healthcare
industry.
a. What are embryonic stem cells? (1 mark)
b. Identify and explain an issue presented by the use of stem cells in healthcare. (2 marks)

Question 4
Laura had emergency surgery on a broken finger, but she has not been satisfied with the results. After the
surgery, she could not straighten her finger fully and had no feeling from the finger down into her hand. She
overheard the surgeon complaining to a nurse that he had been dragged out of a party on a Saturday afternoon
to attend to this accident that occurred while Laura was playing netball. Laura claims that the doctor was drunk
and did not treat her to his best ability as a result. Outline the process that Laura should follow if she wishes to
make a complaint about this surgeon’s behaviour and the poor outcome of her surgery. (3 marks)

studyON: past VCE exam questions

To answer past VCE exam questions online and to receive immediate feedback and sample responses for every
question go to your learnON title at www.jacplus.com.au.

Crossword (int-6864)

Definitions (int-6865)
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